Association Rule Representation

Applies To:
Conceptually Business Intelligence and developed in ABAP.

Summary
Association rule mining forms an important research area in the field of data mining. Usually association rules
generate large number of rules, and it is very difficult to identify and deduce useful rules. We described an
approach to represent this large number of rules in a simple and understandable manner without loss of any
useful information. We implemented this approach on SAP ABAP/4. To show the viability of our approach, the
experiments are conducted on credit dataset and an insurance database.
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Introduction
In data mining, association rules describe the interesting relation among different attributes. These rules are
of the form A→B where A and B are disjoint subsets. The main goal of association rules is to discover rules
that have the support and confidence greater than or equal to minimum support and minimum confidence
respectively. The ‘Support’ is the count of the itemset, which appears with respect to the entire dataset, while
‘Confidence’ is the count of rule when the consequent occurs with respect to the antecedents. Minimum
support and Minimum confidence values are user specified inputs.
Agrawal et al [1] has been proposed an Apriori algorithm in 1993 to generate association rules. Classification
of association rules includes Boolean, Quantitative and Fuzzy association rules [2,6,7,10,15]. Boolean
Association Rules are used to find associations among attributes in a dataset, which have values either 0 or1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present an algorithm to convert large number of
rules to less number of rules. In section 3, we present an example for our approach. Experimental results on
credit and insurance datasets have been shown in section 4. Finally, we conclude in section 5.

Association Rule Representation
In this section, we present a novel algorithm, to represent a set of association rules efficiently with less
number of rules. Flow of methodology is shown in Figure 1. The input for this methodology is set of
association rules and the output is set with less number of rules.
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Figure 1. Association rule representation methodology
The algorithm, which converts large number of association rules into less number of rules, is shown below.
Algorithm:
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Input: R= Rule set, each rule is of the form X→Y, where X and Y are itemsets.
1. Initialize R, Result set of rules RS=R
2. For all rules in rule set R
If rules {X→Y, Y→X}∈ R then
RS =RS - {X→ Y, Y→X}
RS=RS U {X ↔ Y}
Endif
End for
3. Rule X→Y is a strong association rule when all the rules, which are subsets of the itemset {X, Y}, exist in
the rules set R.
If X→Y is a strong association rule then
RS=RS- {All sub rules of itemset {X, Y}}
Mark rule X→Y in Rule set R as a strong association rule.
Endif
4. Rule X→Y is a weak association rule when all the rules related to the itemset {X, Y} does not exist in the
rules set R. If rule is weak association rule then mark those rules as weak association rule in rule set RS.
5. Rule X→Y is a semi strong association rule when at least one of the rules related to the itemset {X, Y} exist
in the rules set. If rule is semi strong association rule then mark those rules as semi strong association rule in
rule set RS.
6. Repeat steps 3-5 for all rules in rule set R
7. End
The given algorithm initializes a set of association rules. Each rule is of the form X→Y, where X and Y are
itemsets. This algorithm does not modify or remove any knowledge from dataset rather converts it into a form
which is easily understandable by users. The resultant of the algorithm is a set which contain less number of
association rules, which facilitates the easy reading of all rules. This rule representation algorithm is useful
when support and confidence thresholds are less, that is number of rules is more.
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The first step of algorithm initializes the rules set R and copies the same rule set into RS. In second step, if
rules A→B∈R and B→A∈R then the algorithm removes these rules from RS and appends it as a single rule
A↔B. The implementation of this step is easy and results in the reduction of many rules. Third step of the
algorithm defines a term called Strong Association Rule. A Rule is a strong association rule when all subset of
rules exist in R. Third step marks all strong association rules as strong in RS and removes all subset of strong
association rules in RS. Step 4 and 5 marks some of the rules as Semi strong and weak association rules.
Semi strong association rules are rules, which have at least one sub rule to corresponding itemset. Number of
semi strong association rules is moderate in any kind of association rules. Weak association rules are the
rules, which do not have any sub rules to corresponding itemset. These rules are impractical. Sixth step
repeats steps 3-5 for all rules in rule set RS. By seeing strong rules, any person can use those rules for
business decisions.

An Example
Consider an example association rules shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Example Association rules
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1.A1→A2

9.A4→A5

2. A2→A1

10.A2→A4

3. A1→A3

11.A4→A2

4. A1→A4

12.A3→A6

5. A4→A1

13.A6→ A3

6. A5→A3

14.A1, A2→A4

7. A3→A5

15.A1, A7→A3

8. A5→A4

16.A2, A4→A1
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Step1: Initializes the rule set and copies into RS. Shown in table 2.
Table 2. Association rules after initialization
1.A1→A2

9.A4→A5

1.A1→A2

9.A4→A5

2. A2→A1

10.A2→A4

2. A2→A1

10.A2→A4

3. A1→A3

11.A4→A2

3. A1→A3

11.A4→A2

4. A1→A4

12.A3→A6

4. A1→A4

12.A3→A6

5. A4→A1

13.A6→ A3

5. A4→A1

13.A6→ A3

6. A5→A3

14.A1, A2→A4

6. A5→A3

14.A1, A2→A4

7. A3→A5

15.A1, A7→A3

7. A3→A5

15.A1, A7→A3

8. A5→A4

16.A2, A4→A1

8. A5→A4

16.A2, A4→A1

Step 2 of the algorithm combine the rules are of the form A→B and B →A into a single rule like A↔B. Rule
numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. After applying rule 2, rule set RS becomes Table 3.

Table 3 Association rules
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1.A1↔A2

6. A2↔A4

2. A1→A3

7. A3↔A6

3. A1↔A4

8. A1, A2→A4

4. A5↔A3

9. A1, A7→A3

5. A5↔A4

10. A2, A4→A1
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Step3 of algorithm finds strong association rules and removes all sub rules of corresponding itemset. After
applying rule 3, rule set RS becomes Table 4.

Table 4. Association rules
1. A1→A3

5. A1, A2→A4

2. A5↔A3

6. A1, A7→A3

3. A5↔A4

7. A2, A4→A1

--Strong

--Strong

4. A3↔A6

Step 4 and Step 5 of algorithm find semi strong and weak association rules. After applying rule 4 and rule 5,
rule set RS becomes Table 5.
Table 5. Association rules
1. A1→A3

5. A1, A2→A4 --Strong

2. A5↔A3

6. A1, A7→A3 --Semi Strong

3. A5↔A4

7. A2, A4→A1 --Strong

4. A3↔A6

In this example 16 association rules are represented into 7 association rules without any loss of information.
This approach is useful when large number of association rules is present. By placing status of association
rules as Strong, Semi strong and weak, the user can easily know that strong rules are very much useful and
easy to understand.
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Experimental Results
We implemented our approach using SAP ABAP/4. We applied the proposed association rule representation
algorithm on German credit dataset [23] which consists of 20 attributes. We have done analysis/experiment
on 1000 records with eight attributes namely, Status of existing checking account, Duration in month, Credit
Amount, Saving account, Present employee since, present residence since, Number of existing credits at this
bank, Job details.
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Figure 1. Graph between Minimum Confidence and Number of rules using
Association rule representation algorithm
Figure 1 shows the comparison of number of association rules with and without association rule
representation with constant minimum support as 0.2 and with various minimum confidence values. The
Figure 1 shows that the number of association rules is less with association rule representation. This figure
shows that if the minimum confidence is less, then the difference between rules generated with and without
association rule representation is more. If minimum confidence is medium, then difference between rules
generated with and without association rule representation is very much less.
We applied the proposed association rules algorithm on insurance data [14]. Data set consists of 86
attributes. We have done analysis/experimentation on 5000 randomly selected records with seven attributes
namely, customer subtype, Number of houses, average size household, average age, married, average
income, number of mobile home policies. The minimum support and confidence value is considered as 0.2
and 0.2 respectively for generating association rules. Figure 2 shows the comparative bar graph
representation of association rules generation with and without using association rule representation
algorithm. As it is evident from the graph that the rules generated using association rule representation
algorithm is almost just 50% or less as compared to the original rule set. Although these rules being much
less in number, we are retaining all useful information helping the domain expert in making effective and
timely decisions with this less number of interesting rules.
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Figure 2. Comparison of Rules with and without Association Rule
Representation

Conclusion
The proposed fuzzy association rule representation algorithm is very useful for top management for taking
timely decisions by seeing the less number of rules. With the help of new proposed algorithm many fuzzy
association rules can be represented into less number of association rules without loss of any information.
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Disclaimer & Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces
and therefore is not supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can
be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods
suggested in this document, and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of
this technical article or code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content
within this document and the materials and services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek
to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this document.
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